
1) He is a boy / a girl.

2) They are boys / girls.

3) It is a egg / an egg.

4) I am / am not a student.

5) You are / are not a queen.

6) It / They are trees.

7) It / He is a box.

8) Are you a doctor?

Yes, I am / is / are.

9) Am I a student?

No, you am not / isn’t / aren’t.

10) Is it a book?

Yes, it am / is / are.

Circle the correct answer.
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11) What is it?

It is a flower / a house.

12) What are they?

They are cats / birds.

13) This / That is a car.

14) These / Those are buses.

15) Are these / those alligators?

Yes, they are.

16) Is this / that a ball?

Yes, it is.

17) Whose bag is this?

It is his / her bag.

18) Whose balls are these?

They are his / their balls.

19) It is a monkey. 

It / Its hat is big.

Circle the correct answer.
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20) He is a king.

A \ An The king is short.

21) It is a / an / the octopus.

The octopus is pink.

22) It is a / an / the sun.

The sun is hot.

23) Where is the cat?

It is on / next to the box.

24) The dog is in front of / behind the box.

25) It is a small bird. 

A / An / The bird is yellow.

26) The clock is round / square.

27) He doesn’t have strawberries.

He have / has apples.

28) I don’t have / doesn’t have an egg.

I have ice cream.

Circle the correct answer.
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29) They don’t have cars.

They have / has bicycles.

30) Do you have a pet?

No, I don’t / doesn’t.

31) Do / Does Mike have bananas?

Yes, he does.

32) She can / can’t fly.

33) Can the baby walk?

No, he can / can’t.

34) What / How are you?

I am great!

35) What color / How old are the grapes?

They are purple.

36) What color / How old is your teacher?

He is very young! 

Circle the correct answer.
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